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Rhythmic mRNA expression is a hallmark of circadian biology and has
been described in numerous experimental systems including mammals. A small number of core clock gene mRNAs and a much larger
number of output mRNAs are under circadian control. The rhythmic
expression of core clock genes is regulated at the transcriptional level,
and this regulation is important for the timekeeping mechanism.
However, the relative contribution of transcriptional and posttranscriptional regulation to global circadian mRNA oscillations is unknown. To address this issue in Drosophila, we isolated nascent RNA
from adult ﬂy heads collected at different time points and subjected it
to high-throughput sequencing. mRNA was isolated and sequenced
in parallel. Some genes had cycling nascent RNAs with no cycling
mRNA, caused, most likely, by light-mediated read-through transcription. Most genes with cycling mRNAs had signiﬁcant nascent RNA
cycling amplitudes, indicating a prominent role for circadian transcriptional regulation. However, a considerable fraction had higher mRNA
amplitudes than nascent RNA amplitudes. The same comparison for
core clock gene mRNAs gives rise to a qualitatively similar conclusion.
The data therefore indicate a signiﬁcant quantitative contribution of
posttranscriptional regulation to mRNA cycling.
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he circadian clock controls the rhythmic expression of thousands
of genes. These mRNAs mediate the oscillation of numerous
biochemical, physiological, and behavioral functions. Although inconsistency among microarray datasets has made it difﬁcult to
identify a deﬁnitive set of mRNA cyclers in Drosophila, there is
good agreement on a small number of robust cycling mRNAs (see
below). Moreover, it appears that a much larger number of cycling
mRNAs exist within circadian neurons (1), and thousands of
mRNAs have been shown to oscillate within individual tissues in
mammals (2–5).
Cycling mRNAs are dependent on a functional pacemaker (6,
7), but most probably are regulated only indirectly by the core
circadian clock (8). In ﬂies, this mechanism consists of the
CLOCK and CYCLE heterodimer (CLK/CYC), which drives
the rhythmic transcription of its repressor protein genes period
and timeless (9). After translation, the proteins PER and TIM decrease their own transcription by inhibiting the activity of CLK/
CYC (10–12). A set of largely orthologous proteins (CLK, BMAL1,
PER, and CRYPTOCHROME) functions similarly in mammals.
Although posttranslational regulation of these transcription factors
makes a major contribution to core clock function (13–19), there is
evidence that transcriptional regulation also is important for circadian timing. For example, ﬂies with enhanced CLK/CYC-mediated transcription have unusually high levels of per mRNA and
signiﬁcantly shorter periods (20).
The core clock model drives the assumption that the large population of cycling mRNAs—the hundreds or thousands of output
mRNAs under circadian regulation—is also under transcriptional
regulation. However, it is not known whether transcriptional regulation accounts for all, most, or only a small fraction of the large
number of cycling output mRNAs. Moreover, an individual mRNA
can be regulated in several ways: For some oscillating mRNAs,
regulation might be mostly transcriptional, whereas for others it
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might be mostly posttranscriptional. The latter could reﬂect the
circadian regulation of mRNA turnover or of translation.
To address this issue of circadian transcriptional regulation at
a global level in ﬂies, we subjected nascent RNA from adult ﬂy
head time points to high-throughput sequencing or Nascent-Seq
(21, 22). Because there are no published sequencing data of head
mRNA, we also sequenced head polyA+ RNA (RNA-Seq) in
parallel. Using very stringent criteria for rhythmic gene expression,
we identiﬁed more than 130 robust cycling transcriptional units in
the Nascent-Seq data, of which more than one-third cycled in the
parallel mRNA analysis. The reverse comparison indicated that
only 19% of bona-ﬁde cycling mRNAs were identiﬁed as cyclers in
the Nascent-Seq data. The low percentage reﬂects the lower cycling amplitudes of most cycling mRNAs in the Nascent-Seq data,
indicating a potent contribution of posttranscriptional regulation
to the mRNA cycling amplitude. The same comparisons for core
clock gene mRNAs revealed a qualitatively similar distinction
between nascent RNA and mRNA cycling amplitudes. Taken together, the data indicate an important and general contribution of
posttranscriptional regulation to mRNA cycling amplitude, complementing the transcriptional regulation foundation in the ﬂy
circadian system.
Results
To address genome-wide circadian transcriptional regulation in
the Drosophila system, we isolated nascent RNA from ﬂy heads
Signiﬁcance
Rhythmic mRNA expression is a hallmark of circadian rhythms. To
address this regulation in Drosophila, we used high throughput
sequencing to compare nascent RNA and mRNA levels in ﬂy
heads at different times of day. This indicated that some genes
undergo rhythmic transcription with no impact on mRNA,
whereas a few strongly rhythmic mRNAs have weak transcriptional oscillations. A substantial number of rhythmic genes
manifest more robust mRNA cycling than transcriptional cycling,
indicating that post-transcriptional regulation plays a widespread role in boosting circadian gene expression amplitude. Our
study highlights the importance of directly assaying transcription to understand gene regulation.
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collected at six different times throughout a 12-h/12-h light/dark
(LD) cycle. [Zeitgeber time (ZT), is the nomenclature for time in
LD, with ZT0 referring to lights-on and ZT12 to lights-off.] We
used well-established protocols for the puriﬁcation of nascent
RNA (21–24) and for the sequencing libraries and prepared 12
libraries from two independent replicas of six time points (Fig. 1A).
The nascent RNA libraries were sequenced on the Illumina GA2
platform (Nascent-Seq). In brief, the subsequent analysis pipeline
consisted of mapping the reads with TopHat (25) and then normalizing each sample by its total uniquely mapped reads. The
transcription signal of individual genes was quantitated by calcu-

lating the average reads per base pair within exons normalized to
sequencing depth. The exclusion of intron signal allowed a direct
comparison with RNA-Seq and avoided complications caused by
cotranscriptional splicing (21).
Visualization of nascent RNA signal within core clock genes
such as vri (Fig. 1B) indicates potent temporal oscillations, consistent with the known circadian regulation of vri transcription (26).
Moreover, intron signal is apparent within the large vri ﬁrst intron
(Fig. 1B). There was more generally a large (ninefold) increase in
the number of mapped reads within introns in the Nascent-Seq
data as compared with the RNA-Seq data (Fig. S1 A and B). The
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Fig. 1. Nascent-Seq identiﬁes 136 transcriptional cyclers in Drosophila heads. (A) Overview of the workﬂow used to prepare and sequence rhythmic nascent
RNA. (B) Cycling Nascent-Seq signal over the vri locus for one set of replicates. Signal within the intron is enriched. (C) The reads per base pair coverage (red)
was used to quantify the average coverage within exons. The correlation of this measure between the replicate time points is high, with coefﬁcients of R =
0.86 and R = 0.94 for ZT2 and ZT14, respectively. (D) Fourier analysis of Nascent-Seq datasets identiﬁes 136 nascent cyclers. Shown are the Z-scores of the reads
per base pair coverage plotted as a heatmap. (E) Two main peaks of expression are observed, at ZT4–ZT6 and ZT12–ZT18. (F) A few GO categories were
enriched, including circadian rhythms and response to stimulus.
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phases of individual group I genes also are essentially identical
(Fig. 3A and Fig. S2A), indicating that most, if not all, group I
mRNA cycling occurs because of transcriptional regulation.
In contrast to group I, group II genes have poor mRNA F24
scores, making their phases difﬁcult to assign and therefore difﬁcult to compare with their nascent phases. To improve this comparison, group II mRNA phases were assigned the time point with
the maximum reads per base pair. Not surprisingly, the two distributions are still quite different (Fig. 3B, group II), and the individual phases also are very different (Fig. S2B). Because the
group II median mRNA expression level also is signiﬁcantly lower
than that of the other mRNA groups (Fig. 3C), the group II mRNA
data are even more difﬁcult to interpret.
Only ﬁve group II genes had possible mRNA oscillations by
visible inspection but with signiﬁcantly lower mRNA cycling
amplitude compared with their nascent oscillations. For example, CG34321 and CG3454 have signiﬁcantly dampened RNASeq oscillations, and both peak later relative to the Nascent-Seq
proﬁles (Fig. 4A). Interestingly, most group II genes (62%) had
an unusual annotation feature, namely, 24 genes are closely
positioned, in tandem on the same strand or as convergent genes
on opposite strands. These genes include at least nine regions for
which cycling transcription is caused by apparent Polymerase II
read-through or a failure to terminate efﬁciently at the 30 end of
an upstream gene. Their transcription shows no indication of
circadian regulation but only this lack of efﬁcient termination at
a speciﬁc time of the circadian cycle.
An example is ARR2, which encodes the major Drosophila
visual arrestin. Inefﬁcient termination at the ARR2 30 end
appears to read into downstream DNA for about 35 kb, transcribing through a group of several genes oriented in both sense
and antisense directions (Fig. 4 B and C). Of the nine regions of
group II genes, eight, like ARR2, are enriched for eye expression.
Consistent with this tissue speciﬁcity, the read-through always
occurs at the beginning of the light phase and declines thereafter
(e.g., Fig. 4 B and C) (27). In addition, all these data were generated under LD conditions. We speculate that the low mRNA
level of most of these genes was caused by a lack of proper
transcription initiation resulting from the read-through transcription from the upstream ARR2 gene.
Group III genes are similar to group I genes despite somewhat
weaker nascent RNA cycling. The group III nascent and mRNA
phase distributions therefore are similar to each other and to the
group I distributions, and the nascent phases of the individual
genes also are similar to their mRNA phases (Fig. S2 C and D).
The data therefore indicate that there may be no substantive
distinction between group I and group III genes apart from the
lower amplitudes of group III transcriptional oscillation.
Group IV genes have robust mRNA cycling but even weaker
nascent cycling than group III genes. Not surprisingly, group IV
genes also have much poorer agreement between their nascent and
mRNA phases than group III and group I genes (Fig. S2 C and D).
Although the median nascent expression of group IV genes is
somewhat lower than that of the other groups (4.2 reads per base
pair, compared with 9.0, 6.8, and 8.2 reads per base pair for groups I,
II, III, respectively) (Fig. 3C), almost 80% of group IV genes have
nascent expression levels above the threshold required for group I
genes (Fig. S3A), which have robust nascent as well as mRNA cycling. This result suggests that sequencing depth is not the sole factor
responsible for the less reliable nascent cycling of group IV.
Furthermore, group IV has nascent RNA maximum/minimum
(max/min) values considerably lower than their mRNA cycling
amplitudes, as does group III (Fig. S3B), suggesting that posttranscriptional regulation makes a substantial contribution to
the mRNA cycling amplitude of group III as well as group IV
mRNA cyclers.
To examine the magnitude of this contribution, we considered
all cycling mRNAs (groups I, III, and IV) and compared their
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duplicate time points also had a high degree of reproducibility. For
example, the ZT2 and ZT14 duplicates had correlation coefficients of 0.85 and 0.94, respectively (Fig. 1C).
Because of this favorable initial characterization, the rhythmic
regulation of the 12 time points was subjected to Fourier analysis
(27), yielding scores (F24) used to determine cyclic ﬁtness. Using
stringent criteria (Materials and Methods), we identiﬁed 136 robust
“nascent cyclers” (Fig. 1D). Their phase distribution was primarily
bimodal, with a peak in the daytime between ZT4–ZT6 and another, less sharp peak in the nighttime between ZT12–ZT18 (Fig.
1E). They identiﬁed the expected enrichment Gene Ontology
(GO) term, “circadian genes.” Based on nascent cycling amplitude,
circadian genes are highly ranked: for example tim, 4; vri, 9; Clk, 12,
Pdp1, 24, per, 28. A few additional GO terms, such as “lightresponsive genes,” also are enriched in the nascent dataset (Fig.
1F). This category suggests an effect of the LD cycle on circadian
transcriptional regulation during this LD paradigm (27). Other
highly ranked cycling genes are well known from microarray
studies, as discussed in more detail below (6, 7, 27–29).
To compare the Nascent-Seq data with RNA-Seq data using the
identical analytical tools (i.e., rather than comparing the Nascent-Seq
data with previous microarray data), we prepared similar sequencing libraries from ﬂy head mRNA samples, i.e., two replicates
of each of six time points. We processed one replicate by pairedend sequencing and the other by single-end sequencing and used
the analysis pipeline described above for Nascent-Seq (Fig. 2A).
As expected, vri showed robust RNA-Seq cycling (Fig. 2B) with
a vanishingly small intron signal (compare with Fig. 1B). As in the
Nascent-Seq samples, there was a high degree of reproducibility
between duplicate time points, e.g., correlation coefﬁcients of
0.84 and 0.98 for ZT0 and ZT12, respectively (Fig. 2C).
We obtained 237 robust mRNA cyclers with the Fourier cycling
criteria used for the Nascent-Seq data (Fig. 2D). Interestingly, the
phase distribution of the mRNA cyclers was slightly different
from that of the nascent cyclers (compare Figs. 1E and 2E). For
example, there is a monotonic decrease in the phase distribution
of the RNA-Seq cyclers during the morning (ZT6 < ZT4 < ZT2;
Fig. 2E), whereas there is a monotonic increase in the NascentSeq cyclers at the same times (ZT6 > ZT4 > ZT2; Fig. 1E).
Like the Nascent-Seq cyclers, clock gene mRNAs, as well as
many cycling mRNAs previously identiﬁed with microarrays, were
highly ranked in the cycling RNA-Seq data. Circadian and a few
additional GO terms (such as “glutathione metabolism”) were
also identiﬁed (Fig. 2F) (6, 7, 28, 29). The different noncircadian
GO terms for Nascent-Seq and RNA-Seq cycling (Figs. 1F and 2F,
respectively) indicate that, despite a highly signiﬁcant overlap, most
genes in the two datasets are distinct (P = 1e-5, χ2 test; P < 1e-9,
Fisher’s exact test; Fig. 2G).
To compare the two cycling RNA populations in a more comprehensive fashion, we looked for reproducibility as well as phase
correlations of individual genes between the nascent and mRNA
datasets. The data could be organized into four simple groups
(Methods) (Fig. 3A and Dataset S1). Group I contains genes with
both robust nascent and robust mRNA cycling. Group II contains
genes with robust nascent RNA cycling but little or no mRNA cycling, i.e., very poor F24 scores for putative mRNA cycling. Group
III genes contain robust mRNA cyclers with weak but visually obvious nascent RNA oscillations. These genes failed to be identiﬁed
in the nascent RNA analysis because they were below the stringent
thresholds used to deﬁne cycling. Group IV genes also contain
robust mRNA cyclers but even weaker, and perhaps no, nascent
RNA cycling.
For group I genes, the phase distributions of the nascent and
mRNA cycling are very similar in the two RNA populations, with
peaks between ZT12 and ZT20 (Fig. 3B, group I). This distribution also is similar to the phases of the classical core circadian
genes (10, 26, 30–34), which are under transcriptional regulation
and all present within group I. The nascent and mRNA cycling
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Fig. 2. RNA-Seq identiﬁes more than 237 mRNA cyclers in Drosophila heads. (A) Overview of the workﬂow used to prepare and sequence rhythmic mRNA. (B)
Cycling mRNA signal over the vri locus for one set of replicates. Signal within the intron is depleted. (C) The reads per base pair coverage (blue) was used to
quantify the average coverage within exons. The correlation of this measure between the replicate time points is good, with coefﬁcients of R = 0.89 and R =
0.98 for ZT0 and ZT12, respectively. (D) Fourier analysis of RNA-Seq datasets identiﬁes 237 mRNA cyclers. Shown are the Z-scores of the reads per base pair
coverage plotted as a heatmap. (E) The phase distribution of cycling is more spread out than the Nascent-Seq cyclers and increases gradually, peaking at ZT22.
(F) A few GO categories were enriched, including circadian rhythms and glutathione metabolism. (G) A signiﬁcant overlap between the Nascent and mRNA
cycling genes is observed. Forty-four genes have robust Nascent and mRNA cycling which is indicative of the classic circadian transcription model.
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Fig. 3. Four groups of cyclers are identiﬁed. (A) Four groups are identiﬁed based of cycling thresholds (Materials and Methods). Group I genes have robust
nascent and mRNA cycling, whereas group II genes have robust nascent cycling but weak or ﬂat temporal mRNA-expression proﬁles. Group III genes have
robust cycling mRNA-expression proﬁles and weaker cycling nascent-expression proﬁles. Group IV genes have robust mRNA-expression proﬁles but very noisy
or ﬂat temporal nascent-expression proﬁles. Shown are the Z-scores of the reads per base pair coverage plotted as a heatmap. (B) Phase distribution of
nascent RNA (red) and mRNA (blue) for the genes of groups I and II. Group II cycler mRNA phase distribution is not correlated with the nascent phase distribution, contrary to group I cyclers, which have very similar phase distributions. The phase was determined by assigning the time point with the maximum
reads per base pair. (C) Group II genes have very weak mRNA expression compared with other group cyclers.

nascent as well as their mRNA amplitudes (max/min). The plot is
shifted to the right in favor of larger mRNA amplitudes, e.g., there
are 24 genes with a twofold higher mRNA amplitude than nascent
RNA amplitude but only two genes with a twofold higher nascent
than mRNA amplitude (Fig. 5A and Fig. S3C). This result indicates
that posttranscriptional regulation makes a signiﬁcant contribution
to the cycling amplitude of many mRNAs and turns out to be true
even for some group I cyclers. Goliath (gol) is an example: Its
mRNA cycling amplitude is threefold higher than its nascent RNA
amplitude (Fig. 5B). gol also was of interest because it is a direct
target of the CLK-CYC complex and is an eye-speciﬁc gene. As
perhaps should be expected, CLK binding to gol occurs only in eyes
(8), emphasizing the tissue heterogeneity that underlies these head
datasets. This heterogeneity makes it difﬁcult to compare the head
datasets with recent RNA-Seq data from dissected ﬂy brains (35).
CG4784 and CG10006 are group IV cyclers and also show
a considerably higher mRNA than nascent mRNA cycling
amplitude (Figs. 5 C and D and 6). CG10006 mRNA does not
feature prominently in previous microarray studies, which deﬁned mRNAs under circadian control. This data suggests that
CG10006 may represent a class of cycling mRNAs that differ between RNA-Seq and microarray analyses. In contrast, CG4784
mRNA appears in many circadian studies and is one of the “top
50” cycling mRNAs based on these published microarray studies
(Table S1 and Discussion). It therefore is a well-accepted cycling
mRNA with little or no apparent transcriptional regulation.
We veriﬁed the nascent and mRNA proﬁles of these three genes
by quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) (Fig. 6). The curves were
generated from four independent six-time-point RNA preparaRodriguez et al.

tions (two for Nascent and two for mRNA), which were different
from the four preparations used to generate the Seq data. qRTPCR assays of gol and CG4784 were also done on an additional
pair of six-time-point preparations (Fig. 6).
The qRT-PCR curves matched the sequencing curves well: All
mRNA cycling amplitudes were well in excess of the nascent
RNA amplitudes. The one exception was a single low-amplitude
qRT-PCR mRNA curve for gol (Fig. 6). Although the two other
qRT-PCR mRNA curves and both RNA-Seq curves were much
more robust than the ﬁve low-amplitude nascent RNA curves,
the unexpected low-amplitude qRT-PCR mRNA curve emphasizes that some aspects of the data are variable (Discussion).
Last, we compared the Nascent-Seq data with the RNA-Seq
data for the six best-studied core clock genes. We plotted the average read per base pair coverage by normalizing the data to the
minimum of all time points (Fig. 7). By inspection, the mRNA and
nascent RNA cycling curves of clk are very similar. This similarity
can be explained by a short mRNA half-life with no role of circadian (cycling) posttranscriptional regulation. Although pdp1 mRNA
appears to have a higher nascent than mRNA amplitude, this
conclusion is compromised by the somewhat variable mRNA
data. In contrast, the mRNA and nascent RNA curves of per, vri,
and cry all have reproducibly higher mRNA than nascent amplitudes, indicating a substantive contribution of posttranscriptional
regulation (Fig. S4). Although the data are more ambiguous for
tim (one mRNA curve has a higher amplitude than the nascent
curves and therefore resembles those of vri, per, and cry, whereas
the other tim mRNA curve is similar to the nascent curves; Fig. 7),
the clock-gene comparisons generally extend the conclusions from
PNAS | Published online January 7, 2013 | E279
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a previous study implicating posttranscriptional regulation in per
and tim mRNA cycling (31).
Discussion
Most studies characterizing circadian mRNA oscillations assume
that they are caused by transcriptional regulation. This assumption
is based on the robust and validated transcriptional regulation of
core clock genes, which has been extrapolated to the hundreds and
even thousands of oscillating mRNAs identiﬁed in different systems. However, little is known about the relative transcriptional
and posttranscriptional contributions to these large numbers of
cycling mRNAs. To address this issue, we sequenced nascent RNA
from ﬂy head circadian time points and, using very stringent criteria, identiﬁed more than 130 robustly cycling transcriptional
units. Although circadian read-through transcription complicates
the interpretation of this circadian Nascent-Seq dataset, its comparison with a parallel RNA-Seq dataset indicates substantial
E280 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1219969110

transcriptional regulation as well as a notable posttranscriptional
contribution to the amplitude of rhythmic mRNA cycling. This is also
the case for several core clock mRNAs, consistent with previous work
(31). A similar Nascent-Seq vs. RNA-Seq strategy used in mammalian liver (36) and a recently published paper based on a different
strategy for assessing liver transcriptional rhythms (37) come to
a generally similar conclusion, namely, a widespread contribution of
posttranscriptional regulation to circadian mRNA cycling.
Despite the presence of many identical genes in the two datasets,
there also are distinct genes resulting in nonidentical GO lists.
Many of these differences can be attributed to unique transcriptional features. For example, there are Nascent-Seq cyclers caused
by cycling read-through transcription from a single adjacent gene.
Almost all these genes (eight of nine) are enriched in the eye, and
the rest of the data indicate that the read-through is light-regulated, perhaps like other cycling nascent RNAs and mRNAs that
are light-regulated (27). This data probably accounts for the “reRodriguez et al.
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sponse to light stimulus” GO term present only in the NascentSeq list. The read-through transcription also does not seem affect
the downstream gene mRNA levels, probably reﬂecting the poor
mRNA stability of improperly initiated RNAs and leaving open
the function of this read-through transcription. We identiﬁed
only ﬁve additional group II genes (8% of group II, 13 overall
across groups I, III, and IV) with lower mRNA amplitude than
nascent RNA amplitude. These mRNAs may have long halflives, which dampen the amplitudes set by cycling transcription
(for examples, see Fig. 4A) (31, 38).
This expected class of RNAs is based on the example of liver
albumin mRNA, which has robust transcriptional oscillations but an
exceptionally long cytoplasmic half-life that signiﬁcantly dampens
its transcriptional amplitude (39, 40). In contrast, a very short
mRNA half-life, on the order of a couple of hours, is required for an
mRNA cycling amplitude to be essentially indistinguishable from its
transcription amplitude (31). This appears to be the case for Clk
mRNA (Fig. 7). If, on the other hand, the cycling amplitude of an
mRNA is greater than its transcriptional amplitude, some form of
temporal posttranscriptional regulation is implicated, e.g., more
potent mRNA turnover at one time of day than at another (38).
This difference in turnover appears to be the case for the large
number of mRNA cyclers without sufﬁciently robust nascent cycling to pass the stringency thresholds (groups III and IV). HowRodriguez et al.

ever, the group III mRNAs are not solely dependent on
posttranscriptional cycling, because they manifest some transcriptional cycling (Fig. 3A). In contrast, group IV mRNAs have very
irreproducible or no nascent cycling, so their robust cycling should
be more dependent on circadian posttranscriptional regulation.
More generally, 46% of the robust pA cyclers (237 total) show only
weak evidence of nascent RNA oscillations. Even for the 54% with
strong transcriptional cycling, many of these mRNAs have considerably higher RNA-Seq than Nascent-Seq amplitudes. The data
therefore indicate substantial posttranscriptional regulation, which
at a minimum boosts the amplitude of the mRNA cycling.
We compared our cycling mRNAs with a list of the top 50
previously published ﬂy head cycling mRNAs (Table S1), which is
based simply on a correspondence between published microarray
datasets. Despite identical conditions, e.g., LD entrainment, our
RNA-Seq data failed to identify 22 of these 50 mRNAs. Although
differences between RNA-Seq and microarray platforms might be
responsible for this difference, it also could reﬂect the presence of
unknown experimental variables, such as ﬂy age, density, and
food. Differences of this nature also might contribute to the poor
correspondence between the different microarray results as well
as to some irreproducibility within our own RNA-Seq data, e.g.,
the amplitude of gol mRNA (Fig. 6) and the amplitude of tim
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Fig. 6. Validation of posttranscriptional candidates. Goliath, CG4784, and CG10006 cycling amplitudes are higher in the RNA-Seq data than in the NascentSeq data. All three candidates were validated by qRT-PCR using two independent samples each of Nascent and mRNA. An additional set of independent
samples was assayed for gol and CG4784. Read per base pair quantitation of the sequencing data and of the qRT-PCR gene signal divided by RPL32 gene
signal is plotted for each gene.

own mRNA in the cytoplasm to affect frq mRNA stability (46).
Moreover, FRQ interacts indirectly with RRP44, a component
of the exosome (46). Mammalian hnRNP proteins also have
been implicated in the degradation of clock gene mRNAs,
namely per2 and cry1 mRNAs (47, 48). Although there is little
comparable mechanistic information in the Drosophila system,
Lark may function posttranscriptionally to regulate clock gene
mRNAs (49, 50).
Importantly, some differences between mRNA and nascent
amplitudes may not require the cyclical association of genes or
RNAs with speciﬁc posttranscriptional regulators. The discrepancy
also can be explained by a temporally constant RNA degradation
threshold, below which there is a very little stable RNA accumulation (Fig. S5). Although analogous to translational regulation by

mRNA (Fig. 7). Nonetheless, many cycling mRNAs, including the
core clock genes, continue to appear in different studies (8).
Several studies have implicated miRNAs in the posttranscription
regulation of the circadian clock (41–44). For example, the
nocturnin mRNA cycling proﬁle is posttranscriptionally regulated
by the microRNA mir122 in mammals (45). Although we did not
observe any predicted enrichment for speciﬁc miRNA target sites
in mRNAs with greater cycling amplitudes than nascent amplitudes, goliath associates with the AGO1 complex (41).
RNA-binding proteins also may dictate a circadian change in
the rate of mRNA degradation. An effect of this nature is an
integral part of the transcriptional feedback loop in Neurospora,
where the key clock regulator FRQ not only regulates clock
protein transcription in the nucleus but also associates with its
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Fig. 7. Some core clock genes also are under posttranscriptional control. By inspection, per and cry have higher mRNA cycling amplitudes relative to their
respective nascent cycling amplitudes. vri also has a smaller posttranscriptional contribution to its mRNA cycling amplitude. See text for more detail.
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Materials and Methods
Fly Strains. Drosophila melanogaster yellow white (yw) and Canton-S (Cs)
laboratory stock ﬂies were used.
Nascent RNA Extraction. The yw ﬂies were entrained to 3 d of 12h/12h LD
cycles at 25 °C. Flies were collected at 4-h intervals on the fourth day and
frozen on dry ice. Fly heads were isolated with brass sieves. Nascent RNA was
extracted as described (21, 22).
Total RNA Extraction. Total RNA was extracted with TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen) using the manufacturer’s protocol.
mRNA Extraction. pA+ RNA was extracted from yw and Cs total RNA with
Invitrogen Dynabeads oligo dT using the manufacturer’s protocol.
cDNA Synthesis. Total RNA was DNased with Ambion TURBO DNase Free.
The cDNA libraries for qRT-PCR then were made from 1 μg of Total RNA
with SuperScript II (Invitrogen) and random primers according to the
manufacturer’s protocol.
Primer Design. PCR primers were designed from the exonic sequences. The
sequences of the primers used are supplied in Table S2.
PCR and qRT–PCR. PCR and qRT-PCR were performed with Platinum Taq
(Invitrogen) and Syber Master Mix (Qiagen), respectively, using standard
protocols as previously described (8).
Library Construction and Sequencing. The sequencing library was constructed
by using the standard Illumina protocol for mRNA using laboratory reagents.
RNA libraries were made with 100 ng of mRNA-depleted nascent RNA (to
remove potentially contaminating pA RNA) or 100 ng of polyA mRNA. Protocols can be provided on request (22). All libraries were sequenced on the
Illumina Genome Analyzer II sequencing platform. All Nascent-Seq datasets
were sequenced by the standard single-end protocol. RNA-Seq replicates 1
and 2 were sequenced by paired-end and single-end protocols, respectively.
All raw sequencing data are available for download from the NCBI Gene
Expression Omnibus database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under
accession number GSE37232.
Top Microarray Cyclers. Microarrays from refs. 27 and 41 were normalized
using R and the GCRMA package. Fourier scores were calculated with R as
described (52). Genes with max/min ratios above 1.75 and an F24 above 0.5
were classiﬁed as cycling with Microsoft Excel. Cycling genes were sorted by
the number of microarray datasets containing a cycling probe for the gene
and then by the least SD of phase across all microarray datasets. These criteria established the most robust microarray cyclers.
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Heatmaps. Individual nascent and mRNA heatmaps were created using the
R statistical software package. Heatmaps of groups I–IV were sorted by
group and then by nascent phase for groups I and II and by mRNA phase
for groups III and IV.
Venn Diagrams. A Venn diagram was made using R and then PowerPoint. A χ2
test and Fisher’s exact test (two sided) was used to determine signiﬁcance of
overlap between groups.
Sequencing Alignment. Nascent RNA libraries were aligned to the dm3 Drosophila melanogaster genome with TopHat (25) using the parameters “ -m 1 -F
0 –microexon-search –no-closure-search -G exon20110421.gtf –solexa1.3-quals
-I 50000.” Cs paired-end samples were aligned with TopHat using the parameters “-r 50 -m 1 -F 0 -I 50000 -g 1 -G exon20110421.gtf,” and reads with
overlapping ends were removed and remapped. Cs single-end samples were
aligned with TopHat using the parameters “-m 1 -F 0 -g 1 –microexon-search
–no-closuresearch -G exon20110421.gtf –solexa1.3-quals -I 50000.” We used
annotation from the University of California, Santa Cruz Genes and Gene
Prediction group, ﬂybaseGene Track/table Apr. 2006 assembly, to aid TopHat in
the alignment of splice junctions (exon20110421.gtf).
Sequencing Visualizations. Sequencing visualizations were created with the
Integrated Genome Browser using the Nascent-Seq Replicate 1 and RNA-Seq
Replicate 2 sets. Visualization tracks were normalized by the number of
uniquely mapped reads.
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Sequencing Cyclers. The average reads per base pair within exons was used as
an approximation of expression for the nascent and pA datasets. For each
replicate dataset, a gene was classiﬁed as a high-ranking cycler if at least one
time point had an average of 2 reads per base pair and if the gene had an F24
score ≥0.6 with a max/min ratio of at least 1.75. Alternatively, the gene was
classiﬁed as a low-ranking cycler if the maximum average reads per base pair
was less than 2 or the max/min ratio was at least 1.5. If at least one replicate
was identiﬁed as a high-ranking cycler and the other a low-ranking cycler,
the transcript was identiﬁed as a cycler across the two replicate datasets if
the correlation between the two replicate six-time-point data were ≥0.6, the
F24 of the joint data points was >0.4, and the P value of the joint data points
was <0.05. P values were calculated by performing 100,000 permutations of
the 12 Nascent-Seq or RNA-Seq average reads per base pair within gene
exons, calculating the F24 scores on the permutated data, and then determining the number of times the permutated F24 was greater than or
equal to the actual F24. Last, the classiﬁcation of cyclers into groups I–IV was
done as follows: group I and II comprise only genes classiﬁed as high-ranking
nascent cyclers. The average of the replicate time points within the NascentSeq or RNA-Seq datasets was calculated to determine the correlation between the datasets. Only correlations ≥0.8 were classiﬁed as group I. Group
II comprises the remaining high-ranking nascent cyclers that did not satisfy
the thresholds for group I. Group III comprises the high-ranking pA cyclers
with Nascent-Seq and RNA-Seq correlations ≥0.8 as deﬁned above. Group IV
consists of the remaining high-ranking nascent cyclers.
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miRNAs [which have been proposed to create mRNA level
thresholds below which there is no protein expression (51)],
a transcriptional threshold mechanism could apply broadly
without implicating a large number of different regulatory
molecules. Distinguishing between these possibilities will require additional experiments, but the genes identiﬁed in this
study should help frame their direction.
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